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understanding was that when I called A's constructor with b as a parameter, it would call constructors for class B with X as a parameter. That would result in X's

constructor being called first, creating a new X, and then its destructor (if called) would destroy X, creating a new X. However, I find this does not happen
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Synopsis: When Paige Anderson accidentally caused a plane to plummet into a Los
Angeles mountain, the only people she saw were dead. But then she woke up in an
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unfamiliar manor and a bodyguard was using threats to keep her there. If she didn't find a
way out soon, she'd be trapped forever. A bodyguard? She had an earlier run-in with a guy
with a gun, so the only sound idea was escape, right? She knew a few men who knew a lot

of men, but what she really needed was an in. And after breaking a window and getting
shot at, she was sure that the hardened agent who had trapped her was the perfect guy for
the job. She made her way to the front door, when she suddenly remembered a familiar

male voice through the doorbell. In her haste, she almost knocked over a foot. She looked
down and there was a blank doorbell but there was a note beside it that only said, "Live."

It was tough to judge whether or not this guy would be stupid enough to come to the door,
or whether he was really expecting someone else. As she thought about it, the foot asked,
"What would someone want with us?" She ignored it, then stopped thinking and let him

talk. "I didn't mean to scare you," he called to her. "That's fine," she called back, when she
froze and turned slowly, the gun in her hand pointed at him. He froze, too, his own gun in
his hand pointed up. "Who are you?" she demanded. "Why were you at my door?" "I'm

agent Marion Tipton," he said, in a serious voice. "I've come to investigate the kidnapping
and possible suicide of a man who may have been your boyfriend." 3da54e8ca3
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